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Good morning Chief Scott and Micki  –
 
I hope this message finds you well
 
As I depart from my role here at DHR (at least temporarily – in an assignment at MTA), I am compelled to share sentiments about my experience while training SFPD (during our
long stint of Implicit Bias awareness training)   I am inclined and compelled to share this with you now, as a result of the severely anti-black-female racist posts below (which
includes an actual response and reaction from someone who currently works for SFPD, ; as noted in the last post)
 
As you are presumably well-aware, racism and anti-blackness pervade U S  culture and are unspoken, every day of realities of all persons born into this culture; as well as those
who migrate and choose to live here
 
The degree of anti-black sentiment throughout SFPD is extreme  While there are some at SFPD who possess somewhat of a balanced view of racism and antiblackness, there are
an equal number (if not more) – who possess and exude deeply rooted anti-black sentiments   This could not have been more clearer to me than when  and a
group of captains and lieutenants took me to lunch (during some of the initial sessions) and told me that the class would be received much better if I were a white person   The
rationale provided was:
 
“We would be able to hear you better   Most of the people in the room would be able to hear you better ”
 
On another occasion, a Sergeant expressed that he racially profiles black males by admitting that if he gets a call about a person committing a potential crime(and race is not a
factor), he would choose to pursue a black male in a hoodie vs  a white male in a hoodie   Upon being pressed about his answer, he proceeded to share that statistics show black
people commit more crimes (a common sentiment expressed at many of our trainings with SFPD)   Additionally, there was an immense amount of anger present and expressed
on so many other occasions at the mention or notion of historical and present injustices and/or biases based on race   I could share additional comments and experiences, but
will not belabor the point
 

 
I write this to you now because this persistent issue is rampant throughout SFPD, signified by the string of screenshots below; and should be addressed   While my experience
working with SFPD encompasses the last 2-3 years only, examples of the series of issues that have surfaced over the last 5-10 years; the reactions to our current training
endeavors, explained above; and this current example (below) demonstrate compromised integrity of SFPD   Furthermore, it demonstrates an unsafe environment for the black
public being served by the force; as well as an unsafe environment for black people who work on the force  
 
I could not imagine being employed by, for and with individuals who possess such sentiments and feel such freedom to express themselves in this manner   I am not certain who

 is (and definitely do not want to limit this situation to him or any other one person), but when someone feels comfortable and inclined to comment on a public blog
where other fellow law enforcement colleagues are being berated in an openly anti-black racist manner, and he chimes in with additional stigmatic racist comments (i e  seeing
the rage, stereotypical insinuations about lack of competence, etc ), it calls not only his integrity into question, but also the integrity of SFPD   It also signifies the lack of
seriousness and regard about the consequences of such behavior
 
I highly recommend that the department implement ongoing efforts that are substantial to address such issues (i e  annual mandatory extensive anti-racism/anti-black and anti-
sexism training, conversational spaces where people can share their opinions about such issues as well as what they can do to confront and challenge them, unstructured
meetings to support black staff who may feel uncomfortable with the culture in the environment – as I have heard from several – etc )
 
I am transitioning into a new role at MTA, but am definitely open to having a 1-on-1 conversation with you offline about this   I can be reached at , which is my
personal cell; or 
 
My HR Director Micki Callahan, and Managing Deputy Director –  are copied on this message; to ensure she is aware, in case this needs to be engaged further
 

Dante D. King
Manager of Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Learning and
Organizational Development/eLearning (Instructional Design)
(Supporting Citywide Initiatives)
Preferred Gender Pronouns  None
Department of Human Resources
One South Van Ness Ave., 4th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone:  (415) 701-5845

 

 
“The further we move away from history, the more we are unable to address systemic oppression which dominates institutionalized control.”
 
Dr. Robin Di Angelo
 
“To be a Negro and to be relatively conscious in this country, is to be in a rage almost all the time.”
 
James Baldwin
 

 




























